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ABSTRACT

Summary: Investigators conducting studies of the molecular genetics

of complex traits in humans often need rationally to select a set of

single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) from the hundreds or

thousands available for a candidate gene. Accomplishing this requires

integrationof genomicdata fromdistributeddatabasesand is both time-

consuming and error-prone. We developed the TAMAL (Technology

And Money Are Limiting) web site to help identify promising SNPs for

further investigation. For a given list of genes, TAMAL identifies SNPs

that meet user-specified criteria (e.g. haplotype tagging SNPs or SNP

predicted to lead to amino acid changes) fromcurrent versions of online

resources (i.e. HapMap, Perlegen, Affymetrix, dbSNP and the UCSC

genome browser).

Availability: TAMAL is a platform independent web-based application

available free of charge at http://neoref.ils.unc.edu/tamal

Contact: pfsulliv@med.unc.edu

Supplementary information: http://neoref.ils.unc.edu/tamal/

INTRODUCTION

Investigators conducting studies of the molecular genetics of

complex traits in humans often need rationally to select a set of single

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) from the hundreds or thousands

available for a candidate gene. For example, for a study of the genet-

ics of type 2 diabetes mellitus, alcoholism or schizophrenia, an

investigator may wish comprehensively to genotype SNP markers

in dozens or even hundreds of candidate genes. With the completion

of the initial sequencing of the human genome (Lander et al. 2001)
and the considerable progress afforded by the International HapMap

project (The International HapMap Consortium, 2003; Altshuler et
al., 2005), many genes contain more SNPs than can be affordably

genotyped. For example, the neuregulin-1 gene contains around4000

SNPs, more than is practically feasible to genotype (even as geno-

typing costs continue to plummet). Our application provides a

rational methodology for reducing the number of SNPs to evaluate

while still capturing directly or indirectly a considerable portion of

the genetic variation found in the genomic region.

Accomplishing this task for a set of dozens or hundreds of genes

is currently time-consuming and error-prone as the integration of

genomic data from disparate databases is required. We developed

the TAMAL (Technology And Money Are Limiting) web-based

application to help streamline the task of choosing SNPs for further

investigation (Fig. 1 for a screenshot of the TAMAL application).

METHODS

TAMAL is designed to be interactive, so that in addition to displaying

suggested SNPs, the researcher can dynamically filter the results based

on any of the application’s controls. On the left panel in Figure 1, the

user inputs the standard gene name for a single gene or uploads a list of

genes. The standard gene name is generally that approved by HUGO (http://

www.gene.ucl.ac.uk/cgi-bin/nomenclature/searchgenes.pl), e.g. COMT for

catechol-O-methyltransferase. All genomic locations are per the hg16

UCSC build.

The middle panel shows the result of querying the TAMAL database for

the gene(s) input by the user. Optionally, the user can also limit the search to

the most 50- and 30-extent of the gene or extend the search by a specified

number of bases in either direction (20 000 bases by default). The SNP set is

limited to those with evidence of variation in any of the major SNP databases

(dbSNP, HapMap, Perlegen and Affymetrix).

The right panel lists sets of criteria that can be used to filter the set of SNPs

according to flexible criteria.At the top, the user can select theGabrielmethod

(Gabriel et al., 2002) or TAGGER method of selecting haplotype tag SNPs

fromanyorallof thefourHapMapancestrygroups(TheInternationalHapMap

Consortium, 2003) as determined by HaploView (Barrett et al., 2004). It is
important to note that some genomic regions may not be amenable to this

approach (Wall and Pritchard 2003a,b). At the middle of the right panel,

the user can select SNPs that lead to non-synonymous or synonymous

amino acid changes augmented with in silico prediction of functionality

(Karchin et al., 2005) or alter an intronic splice site. At the bottom, the user

can select SNPs that occur in certain types of genomic features—SNPs that are

in a predicted promoter (in silico prediction but with biological validation)

(Trinkleinetal.,2003), inaregionofpredictedregulatorypotential(Blanchette

et al., 2004) or a predicted transfactor binding site (TRANSFAC v6.0, http://

www.gene-regulation.com), along with SNPs that are in regions with conser-

vation scores�99th percentile genome-wide for human–chimp–rat–mouse–

chicken alignment via a hidden Markov model (Siepel and Haussler, 2003).

The user can inspect the choice of SNPs by clicking on the down arrow

next to a gene in the middle panel. This opens the UCSC genome browser in�To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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a separate window (inset in Fig. 1) so the user can inspect the SNP coverage

and ensure that the SNPs selected are a reasonable subset of all those

potentially available. Finally, at the lower edge of the middle panel users

can download the results into an EXCEL file (commonly used by research-

ers) or in XML format (for exchange with other applications).

TAMAL is provided as a good faith effort to assist the human genetics

community. No such tool should be considered as a foolproof ‘black box’.

There are some genes that will be difficult to study with typical SNP

methods, and there are additional databases for some genes that should

be consulted (e.g. for genotyping members of the large CYP gene family).

Nonetheless, provided that users remain cognizant of its limitations,

TAMAL can greatly assist with rational SNP selection.

We will endeavor to update TAMAL on a quarterly basis to incorporate

updates to the primary databases as well as new features.
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Fig. 1. TAMAL screenshot, showing the result of the user querying with input of a single gene, COMT. Inset into the bottom middle is the UCSC browser

visualization for this result (normally this would appear as a pop up window on top of the TAMAL window).
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